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GET ALL FIVE BOOKS IN THIS EPIC MILITARY SCI-FI ADVENTURE BY MILLION-COPY

+ BESTSELLER M.R. FORBES!The war is over. Earth is lost. Running is the only option.It may

already be too late.Caleb is a former Marine Raider and commander of the Vultures, a search

and rescue team that's spent the last two years pulling high-value targets out of alien-ravaged

cities and shipping them off-world.When his new orders call for him to join forty-thousand

survivors aboard the last starship out, he thinks his days of fighting are over. The Deliverance

represents a fresh start and a chance to leave the war behind for good.Except the war won't be

as easy to escape as he thought.And the colonists will need Caleb more than he ever

imagined...INCLUDES:1. Deliverance2. Deception3. Desperation4. Destruction5. Declaration

About the AuthorMARY MONROE, the daughter of sharecroppers, is the author of the award-

winning and New York Times bestselling God series that includes God Don't Like Ugly and

God Don't Make No Mistakes, among other novels. Winner of the AAMBC Maya Angelou

Lifetime Achievement Award, the PEN Oakland Josephine Miles Award, and the UCAAB J.

California Cooper Memorial Award, Mary Monroe currently lives in Oakland, California. She

loves to hear from her readers via e-mail at AuthorAuthor5409@aol.com. Visit Mary's website

at MaryMonroe.org. --This text refers to the library edition.
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Stars End. The Complete Series Box Set (M.R. Forbes Box Sets), Forgotten Colony: The

Complete Series (M.R. Forbes Box Sets), The Forgotten: The Complete Trilogy (M.R. Forbes

Box Sets), War Eternal: The Complete Series (Books 1-7) (M.R. Forbes Box Sets), Rebellion.

The Complete Series. (M.R. Forbes Box Sets), Necromancer. The Complete Series Box Set.

(M.R. Forbes Box Sets), Rise Of Mankind: The Complete Series Books 1-10 (John Walker Box

Sets), Earthrise - Super Box Set (Book 1-6): An Epic Sci-Fi Adventure

sean d, “Another great read. Although I wish I had read these in order, I thoroughly enjoyed this

series. It's not always about the destination, sometimes it's the journey. This one is well worth

the travels.”

William S. Morris, “Liked story. Hated errors.. I'm figuring inahri are the people and inahrai is

the language although this definition didn't always fit. Couldn't do the same with Arluthru.

When it was misspelled, it was just misspelled. Then there's the totally wrong use of

pronouns. Definition of Roger was wrong. People have died because of this wrong

understanding of the meaning of Roger. Story goes through various conflicts and battles

where some people die, but get resurrected while others, sadly, just die. This is true of enemy

also. Some can't die, but others actually do die. Very little rhyme, and no reason. Earth is

overcome by hordes of monsters whose only function is to breed like ants, attack, and kill.

Survival requires leaving earth in generation ships, and as always, the survivors forget their

purpose. Guess what, the planet they go to is where the monsters came from in the first

place. How did that happen? Well, there's been some backstabbing and other underhanded

things going on. So when all is said and done we find out that we win this battle, but there's a

war going on that this series of books will presumably answer in a new series.”

Merylee, “Cant put it down!. OOHRAH! GO VULTURES. The action NEVER stops. I blew thru

the first volume in 3 days. To bad i have other stuff to do!! You cant really guess what will

happen next. Except it will be bad or worse. Pray for the united Space Force Marines, on land

and on ships in space.  As soon as you catch your breath.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Excellent science fiction, Excellent writing, Excellent plot, Excellent

character Building, Excellence overall.. I chose this rating Because The author Has managed

2Exceed All expectations Of Writing. I can find nothing To criticize and everything to praise. I

have so much Enjoyment In reading the series. While the main character Our hero Seems

impossible to believe, He is totally believable . I must add the editing Is also excellent. If you are

looking For good solid science fiction book This is the book For you.”

WryGuy2, “Interesting, Entertaining Read. While you'll never submit these books for a Hugo

award, they are well written and entertaining. They follow the efforts of Sgt Caleb Card and his

squad of "Vulture" squad teammates. I've read the complete series of "Forgotten Colony"

books - big tip of the hat to Amazon for creating attractively priced box sets - and was

entertained and didn't require a huge suspension of belief. Many of the characters were killed

in the series, a few surprisingly so, but that helped make events seem more real when life/

death was just a blaster bolt away. Caleb, unfortunately, is one of those "almost too good to be



true" characters, but that's somewhat a normal situation when a character stars in a long

series. I like how the author didn't overextend the eventual victory ... rather than eliminating the

overwhelming victorious evil, he settles for a smaller, more localized victory, more appropriate

for what only a one man/squad could attain. At the end of the last book, there is a lead-in for

future adventures of Sgt Card. I've now bought earlier books in the storyline, books that don't

feature Sgt Card, a line that will eventually lead to both series intertwining. Very good space

opera.  Five stars.”

Mr. S. Crook, “Great adventure stories well written.. It's a great series of adventure stories. The

pages practically turn themselves, the characters are engaging, nothing really clunks, and the

plots more or less make sense in the context of the established environment they play out in.

That is if you'll allow for the somewhat implausible survivability of the main character. But then

again, every story needs an 'eternal' hero. Or two.Current Star Trek script writers should read

this to learn a thing or two about how to write a coherent science fiction adventure story...”

Kensington, “Fast paced, action packed adventure.. Races along, fantastic characters that you

really get to know and care about. Didn't want it to end!The different bad aliens a bit

complicated to keep distinct and who was using who to play off against what planet, but no

doubting the good guy. Caleb Card was tremendous. I wondered who the character "John" was

at first when most of the book called Washington "Wash" but I sorted quickly, as name seemed

to keep changing. Great read and kept glancing at how long was left so I could eke it out a bit.

Thank heavens for a good long read and more Caleb Card to come.”

The book by M.R. Forbes has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,801 people have provided feedback.
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